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Abstract. The value of innovation as strategic resources in today’s competitive environment is highly 
significant. Every organization and individual must have the ability to innovate in order to sustain in 
the market. This paper aims to explore existing knowledge in on the association between knowledge 
management, absorptive capacity and innovation capability particularly at an individual level. By 
examining relevant related literature, this paper presents a proposed theoretical framework that 
identifies antecedents of innovation capability from internal and external knowledge point of view. 
This paper calls for further empirical investigation on the proposed framework so that its relevancy 
can be inquired in different setting and context. 
Keywords: Knowledge Management, Absorptive Capacity, Innovation Capability, Information 
Management 

 
Introduction 

Today’s knowledge-based economy environment has increase knowledge value 
substantially. In brief, knowledge-based economy refers to any knowledge activities that intensify 
the scope of technical or scientific advancement in both product and services (Bano & Taylor, 2015). 
With current revolutionary changes, competitive markets are no longer compete solely on land or 
financial capital, but also information and knowledge capabilities (Omotayo, 2015). Knowledge 
generated internally and embedded within organization’s routines are crucial resources for learning 
new techniques, starting new initiatives, and maintain valuable lessons (Colakoglu, Yamao, & Lepak, 
2014). Thus, these tacit and explicit knowledge must be managed strategically (Hanson, 2014) 
starting with the ability to recognize their own strategic knowledge asset (Berri, 2014) and 
exploiting it in today’s market environment. 

Likewise, despite the fact that knowledge management concept derived from Knowledge-
based View (KBV) theory focused on internal knowledge as main resource for organization’s 
performance, Cohen & Levinthal (1990) proposed absorptive capacity concept that are vital to 
increase the speed, magnitude and frequency of innovation through the process of acquiring, 
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assimilating, exploiting and transforming the knowledge (Juknevičienė, Mikolaitytė, & Šaparnienė, 
2018). The ability to leverage external knowledge for organization’s benefits is also one of the main 
features in innovation process on top of the ability to utilize existing internal knowledge (Belkahla 
& Triki, 2011; Distel, 2017; Todorova & Durisin, 2007; Wuryaningrat, 2013). This ability is now has 
attracted significant discussions, enquires and informed research on the link between external 
knowledge and firm performance (Ojo, Raman, Chong, & Chong, 2014). By tapping into the external 
knowledge base, it benefits to widen the current knowledge pool so that will enable the 
organization’s to explore and exploit new knowledge which eventually will produce profitable 
innovation (Enkel, Heil, Hengstler, & Wirth, 2017) 

Furthermore, the imperative contribution of innovation in organizations’ competitive 
advantage regardless in technical or non-technical innovation is widely recognized (Ologbo & Nor, 
2015; Weerawardena & Mavondo, 2011). Almost all sectors are highly dependent on their ability 
to innovate in order to success and sustaining their competitive advantage nowadays 
(Wuryaningrat, 2013). Even so, innovation process nowadays becomes more complex with the 
rapid changes of environment and highly competitive market. Tangible assets value alone is no 
longer sufficient to contend in todays landscape hence the need for steadfast resources like 
knowledge asset. Moos, Beimborn, Wagner, & Weitzel (2013) postulates that the value of 
knowledge which consistently support to foster the innovation process consequently the need for 
efficient knowledge management in order the ensure the process (Delgado‐Verde, Martín‐de 
Castro, & Emilio Navas‐López, 2011). This ability to effectively manage the knowledge will help any 
organization in producing innovative commercial ends.  

However, the discussion on the interrelationship between the knowledge management, 
absorptive capacity and innovation capability concepts are unfathomable due to unclear level of 
inquiry in understanding these notions. Although most of the theoretical and empirical 
development of the absorptive capacity concept and has occurred at the country, inter-
organizational, and organization level of analysis, these same propositions also operate at the 
individual level (Da Silva & Davis, 2011; Roberts, Galluch, Dinger, & Grover, 2012). Since innovation 
in firms starts with new ideas generated, adopted, or modified by individual employees (Roberts et 
al., 2012), an understanding of the antecedents of individual innovation capability is imperative 
(Kang & Lee, 2017) to take advantage of external knowledge. Successful exploration and 
exploitation knowledge require high levels of absorptive capacity, which is found in individual 
motivation, action, and interaction (Volberda, Foss, & Lyles, 2010). Nevertheless, innovative 
behavior primarily occurs at an individual level (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Wang, Yang, & Xue, 
2017) since new and novel ideas generation is a reflection of existing human knowledge capabilities 
which in turn, will contribute to better innovation and influencing organization’s performance 
(Rhee & Choi, 2017). Lack of clarity surroundings this issue warrants further study in order to 
deepen the understanding to enhance the individual innovation capability which in turn will 
significantly serve innovation output of their organization. 

Therefore, this paper aims to develop a proposed conceptual framework from relevant 
literature to identify predictors and result of absorptive capacity from individual unit of analysis 
and scope. The following section of this paper will analytically review individual absorptive capacity 
and innovation capability antecedent’s literature to propose the framework in the third section. 
The remaining portion of the paper presents the conclusion with implication and future research 
directions. 
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Literature Review 
Knowledge Management 

The debate on the exact definition of knowledge is an ongoing discourse started almost as 
early as human being existence. The definition of knowledge management is not as obscure as the 
definition of knowledge itself although most scholars accepts the accumulation of individual 
information, skills, capabilities, experiences and understandings in both coded and decoded form as 
simplified description of knowledge (Laudon & Laudon, 2012; Rowley, 2007). In brief, knowledge 
management term refers to all activities related to handling knowledge from identification process 
by an individual up to organizational knowledge applications (Massingham, 2014; Ologbo & Nor, 
2015). This includes recognizing existing knowledge pool that resides in repository and in the 
individual minds which can be utilized for organization’s benefits such as opportunity seeking, value 
enrichment, and others (Gonzalez & Martins, 2017).   

Although precise definition of knowledge management is currently undecided on account of 
the indistinct true concept of knowledge, several key categorizations of knowledge management 
definition can be made based on previous literature. Most of the study engaged knowledge 
management attributes to processes involved in managing knowledge. This first category was 
theoretically and empirically used to describe knowledge cycle process accumulate of knowledge 
creation, knowledge capture, knowledge retention, knowledge sharing, knowledge transfer, 
knowledge application and others (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Bhatt, 2001; Bizjak, 2006; Durst & Runar 
Edvardsson, 2012; Gonzalez & Martins, 2017) as the elaborate definition of knowledge 
management. Others extend the knowledge management conceptualization by not only process but 
also include the culture and technologies (Evans & Easterby-Smith, 2001; Tsang, 1997). Another 
perspective defines knowledge management as any role in developing knowledge asset value of the 
organization and improving organizational capabilities at the same time (Gold, Malhotra, & Segars, 
2001) 

The importance of knowledge management as competitive advantage tool is a consolidated 
fact. This knowledge management phenomenon has a strategic importance in developing unique 
capacities of organization and in providing it with sustainable competitive advantage (Masa’deh, 
Shannak, Maqableh, & Tarhini, 2017). While both theoretical and practical side of knowledge 
management has undergone extensive discussion for about 20 years since 1990s, this field still 
considered as relatively immature (Alves, Gomes, Martins, & Almeida, 2017; Tow, Venable, & Dell, 
2015). Although it has gained beyond trendy discussion that attracts high profile organizations from 
a government body to academic institutions interest, the tangible success of knowledge 
management is still arguable (Tow et al., 2015). Many organizations struggling to find right ways of 
implementing knowledge management that theoretically will enhance the competitive advantage 
but until now shows lack of satisfactory results. Unlike other resources, the underdeveloped model 
of knowledge management implementation is one of the main basis contributed to the unintended 
results (Ferraresi, Quandt, dos Santos, & Frega, 2012).  

 
Absorptive Capacity 

From another standpoint, the ability to obtain and leverage external knowledge enhance the 
organization’s competitive advantage. Findings on early studies on absorptive capacity, including the 
seminal work of Cohen & Levinthal (1990) have placed a significant emphasis on the associations 
between absorptive capacity, innovation and performance of organizations with a greater focus 
placed on research and development (Saad, Kumar, & Bradford, 2017).  
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Kedia & Bhagat (1988) first coined out the role of absorptive capacity in explaining firm 
receptiveness to foreign technology (Ojo et al., 2014). Later, Cohen & Levinthal (1990) discussed the 
influential absorptive capacity concept that underpins most of the related field today. Cohen & 
Levinthal established that the collective ability to leverage external knowledge to commercial ends 
termed as absorptive capacity. Zahra & George (2002) further investigate the absorptive capacity 
idea by dividing the constructs into two main subsets namely potential and realized absorptive 
capacity. However, Todorova & Durisin (2007) diverge the dimensions into complementary model 
contrasting sequential model by Zahra & George (2002). 

Nevertheless, countless researchers operated Zahra & George (2002) and Todorova & Durisin 
(2007) dimensions of absorptive capacity namely acquisition, assimilation, transformation and 
exploitation of knowledge to study this notion in organizational, team or individual settings. These 
four dimensions are believed to be complementary yet play different capabilities encompassing the 
ability to leverage external knowledge (Zahra & George, 2002).  Scholars also to some extent applying 
realized and potential absorptive capacity categorization introduces by Zahra & George (2002) to 
enhance their understanding of this issue.  

Although original discussions on absorptive capacity developed from organizational analysis 
level (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Kang & Lee, 2017; Zahra & George, 2002), Ojo et al. (2014) argued 
that studies should also consider different specific level of absorptive capacity  as every individuals in 
the organizations are had dissimilar capability to absorb external knowledge (Vinding, 2004). It has 
only recently begun the study on a micro foundation of absorptive capacity compared to 
organizational, unit or team since it’s developed in early 1990s (Schweisfurth & Raasch, 2018).  
Literature also revealed that absorptive capacity is multidimensional concept which applicable to a 
different level from bigger firms into individual capacity (Kang & Lee, 2017; Schweisfurth & Raasch, 
2018). Thus, Kang & Lee (2017) suggested the utilization of same sub-dimension of individual 
absorptive capacity as organizational level absorptive capacity since organizational wide knowledge 
capability determined by the individual within it. 

 
Innovation Capability 

Innovation happens only when the person and organization has the capability to innovate 
(Rajapathirana & Hui, 2017). Innovation process nowadays acknowledged becoming more complex 
with the rapid changes of environment and highly competitive market. Tangible assets value alone is 
no longer sufficient to contend in today’s landscape hence the need for steadfast resources like 
knowledge asset (Kumaraswamy & Chitale, 2012). At this time, almost all sectors are highly 
dependent on their ability to innovate in order to success (Saunila, Ukko, & Rantanen, 2012) and 
sustaining their competitive advantage  (Wuryaningrat, 2013). Moos, Beimborn, Wagner, & Weitzel 
(2013) postulates that the value of knowledge which consistently support to foster the innovation 
process consequently the need for efficient knowledge management in order the ensure the process 
(Delgado‐Verde et al., 2011; Plessis, 2007). This capability to effectively manage the knowledge will 
significantly help any organization in producing innovative commercial ends (Darroch, 2005). 

Altogether, the ability to produce innovations is the critical factor of successful operation in 
almost all industries (Migdadi, Zaid, Yousif, Almestarihi, & Al-Hyari, 2017; Saunila et al., 2012; Yeşil, 
Büyükbeşe, & Koska, 2013). With almost every competitors in market has slightly similar 
management capabilities like marketing, and human resources (Chang, Liao, & Wu, 2017), the ability 
to  continuously transformed and improved knowledge and ideas in products, services or processes 
will greatly contributes to organization success (Migdadi et al., 2017). It is no doubt that innovation 
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capability has been accepted as valuable asset in any industries (Rajapathirana & Hui, 2017) and 
organizations with lower ability to innovate will gradually eliminated in the market.  

 
Proposed Framework Development 

To accomplish the objectives of this study, development of theoretical framework is required 
so that further conclusion can be made. Although there are endless debates on the precise 
dimensions of absorptive capacity theory, it was clear that number scholars applied Zahra & George 
(2002) and Todorova & Durisin (2007) dimensions of absorptive capacity. Knowledge acquisition, 
assimilation, exploitation, and transformation have been subjected to many studies to relate the 
main absorptive capacity theory with a competitive advantage. For example, Da Silva & Davis (2011) 
adopted Zahra & George (2002) construct of absorptive capacity to link creativity and innovation in 
academic settings. Also, Ojo et al. (2014) applied the four dimensions of absorptive capacity and 
suggest a specific level of each dimension. There are other studies used similar dimensions as well 
such as Delmas, Hoffmann, & Kuss, (2011), Lowik et al. (2017), Wuryaningrat (2013), Xie, Zou, & Qi 
(2018) and many more. Summarily, numerous studies that employed these four dimensions 
demonstrate its relevancy in this framework. 

Provided that absorptive capacity is influenced by existing, prior and source of knowledge, 
connecting knowledge management to the antecedents of absorptive capacity are consistent with 
the initial concept’s. Denoting definition of knowledge management with prior knowledge concept 
in absorptive capacity theory, recognizing existing knowledge asset is core pillar in knowledge 
management. According to Davenport & Prusak (2000), knowledge management is “to identify, 
manage, and value items that the organization knows or could know” indicating pertinent role of 
knowledge identification. To some extent, this knowledge identification may include broad-spectrum 
knowledge about specific development in the field that is crucial for learning processes (Cohen & 
Levinthal, 1990; Massingham, 2014a) and identifying future opportunities (Shepherd & DeTienne, 
2005). Thus, knowledge identification is first antecedents of absorptive capacity which conceal 
current knowledge resources before obtaining external knowledge. 
On the other hand, apart from knowledge identifying process, Rowley (2000) proposed that 
knowledge access is one of the essential concepts in knowledge management. Knowledge access 
concerns on the ability of persons to attain required knowledge within the organization either in tacit 
or explicit form (Valentim, Lisboa, & Franco, 2016). The ability to obtain current, precise and complete 
knowledge of the organization’s environment will enhance their knowledge capability. 

However, the existence of knowledge access does not necessarily indicate the efficient 
knowledge transfer practice because knowledge transfer only occurs at certain conditions (Inkpen & 
Tsang, 2005) like trust and culture (Tsang, 1997). Thus, knowledge distribution is a significant aspect 
of knowledge management concepts. Knowledge distribution refers to the process by which 
information from different sources are shared (Gonzalez & Martins, 2017) such as knowledge 
repository, subject matter expert, organizational memory and others. Adopting Rowley (2000) 
diversified concept of knowledge management, knowledge identification, knowledge access and 
knowledge distribution covered all other definitions of knowledge management from processes, 
value, and technological aspects. 
Furthermore, innovation undoubtedly is the main pillar of competitive advantage. At an individual 
level, innovation is appropriately reflected by personal characteristics (Agarwal & Prasad, 1998; Mun, 
Kirk, & Jae, 2006) rather than innovation outcome or post-facto which could be time-consuming and 
partly biased (Hurt, Joseph, & Cook, 1977).  Innovativeness is an important determinant of 
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organization’s performance (Garcia & Calantone, 2002) either in financial, operation or products 
aspects. Absorptive capacity original concepts also disclosed the distinctly pivotal role of innovation 
in advancing organization’s competitive advantage. Hence, innovation capability is regarded as an 
outcome of individual absorptive capacity. 
 
Therefore, based on previous discussion, proposed theoretical framework is as shown in following 
figure. 
 

Conclusions 
This paper presents a proposed conceptual framework on the association of knowledge 
management, absorptive capacity and innovation capability. This paper concludes that knowledge 
management and absorptive capacity is imperative in individual innovation capability which in turn 
will affect their organization’s success. Based on proposed framework, innovation capability can be 
improved through the strategic utilization of internal and external knowledge.   
Innovation capability is vital for organizations’ success and sustainability. This paper set out to 
contribute in body of knowledge domain by associating the interrelationship between knowledge 
management, absorptive capacity and innovation capability. It also presents the opportunity for 
further new area of investigations about the topics. However, the proposed framework is based on 
theoretical research and empirical studies are essential to examine the potential empirical 
applications of the framework. Further studies should focus validating the relevancy, and practicality 
of the proposed framework. Observing the framework in an empirical setting would provide 
significant insight to future researchers when employing the framework. Another area for future 
study is to identify appropriate dimension of individual innovation capability that influenced by 
absorptive capacity. Different context may require different innovation capability to achieve their 
objectives. 
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